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When somebody should go to the books stores, search foundation
by shop, shelf by shelf, it is really problematic. This is why we
give the book compilations in this website. It will very ease you to
see guide Yes My Darling Daughter Margaret Leroy as you
such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in fact
want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or
perhaps in your method can be every best area within net
connections. If you ambition to download and install the Yes My
Darling Daughter Margaret Leroy, it is very easy then, before
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The Confidant Jul
02 2020 "A gripping
first novel" (Le
Figaro Littéraire)
and an awardwinning
international
sensation as
haunting and
unforgettable as
Suite Française
Paris, 1975. Camille
sifts through letters
of condolence after
her mother's death
when a strange,
handwritten missive
stops her short. At
first she believes
she received it by
mistake. But then, a
new letter arrives
each week from a
mysterious
stranger, Louis,
who seems intent
on recounting the
story of his first

love, Annie. They
were separated in
the years before
World War II when
Annie befriended a
wealthy, barren
couple and fell
victim to a
merciless plot just
as German troops
arrive in Paris. But
also awaiting
Camille's discovery
is the other side of
the story, which will
call into question
Annie's innocence
and reveal the
devastating
consequences of
jealousy and
revenge. As Camille
reads on, she
begins to realize
that her own life
may be the next
chapter in this
tragic story.
The Lagahoo's
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Apprentice Nov 18
2021 Trapped in a
loveless marriage,
Stephen Sagar
returns eagerly to
his native Trinidad
when he is
commissioned by a
powerful island
politician to write
his biography.
Expecting to
discover a lost
innocence, Stephen
is at once
disillusioned - old
friends are no
longer recognizable
and strangers view
him with
indifference or
hostility. To piece
together his own
past, he explores
the lush island
landscape and
encounters a
woman who once
loved him. In
her
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need to love again,
his own longing
begins to awaken
and intensify.
The Unknown
Daughter (Mills &
Boon Vintage
Superromance) (A
Little Secret,
Book 12) Sep 16
2021 Beware of
what you look for...
A Brief Affair Apr
23 2022 September
1940. England is a
war once again and
London has become
an ever-fragile
place for widowed
Livia Ripley and her
two young
daughters, Polly
and Eliza. When
Livia meets
charismatic
publisher Hugo
Ballantyne, she is
hopeful that her life
is about to change
for the better. But
as clouds gather in
the clear autumn
sky, the wail of the
siren heralds the

arrival of the
Luftwaffe. As the
raids intensify,
Livia volunteers to
be a warden at the
invitation of
enigmatic Justin
Connelly. Here she
experiences the
true reality and
despair of war, a
contrast to the
world of comfort
and cocktails
provided in fleeting
afternoons at the
Balfour Hotel with
Hugo. And
ultimately, Livia
discovers a
strength she never
knew she had that
will give her the
power to save those
she loves. For when
you don't know
what tomorrow may
bring, there is no
choice but to live
for today.
Reminiscent of
classic films like
Brief Encounter and
The End of the
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Affair, this is a
stunningly captured
story of a woman
finding herself
whilst the world is
at war
Songs of the
Humpback Whale
Aug 23 2019 'Never
one to shy away
from moral and
ethical dilemmas . .
. Picoult gives her
readers all the
virtuosic plotting,
cliffhangers and
twists they've come
to expect' Jane had
always lived in
somebody's
shadow. Escaping a
childhood of abuse
by marrying
oceanographer
Oliver Jones, she
finds herself taking
second place to his
increasingly
successful career.
However, when her
daughter Rebecca
is similarly treated,
Jane's dramatic
stand takesRead
them
all
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by surprise. Jane
and Rebecca set out
to drive across
America to the
sanctuary of the
New England apple
orchard where
Jane's brother Joley
works. Oliver, used
to tracking male
humpback whales
across vast oceans,
now has the task of
tracking his wife
across a continent.
To do so he must
learn to see the
world - and even
himself - through
her eyes... THE
BOOK OF TWO
WAYS, Jodi's
stunning new novel
about life, death
and missed
opportunities is
available to preorder now.
Tuscan Daughter
Nov 25 2019 A
novel of beauty and
inspiration set
during the Italian
Renaissance about

a young and defiant
female artist
searching for her
mother. Florence,
1500—a city that
glitters with wealth
and artistic genius
is also a place of
fierce political
intrigue, walled off
from the unrest in
the surrounding
Tuscan countryside.
In this moment, a
peasant girl finds
herself alone after
her father is killed
and her mother
disappears. Young
Beatrice must dare
to enter the city to
sell her family’s
olive oil in order to
survive, but also to
search the streets
and opium dens for
her missing,
grieving mother.
Walking barefoot
from her outlying
village, Beatrice is
given grudging
permission to pass
through the city
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gates to sell olive
oil to the
artists—Michelange
lo, Leonardo da
Vinci,
Botticelli—who toil
to elevate the
status of the
Florentine
Republic. Lonely
yet defiant, the
peasant girl draws
on the stone walls
of Florence in
secret as a way to
express her pain.
While desperately
searching the city
for her mother,
Beatrice befriends
the upstart
Michelangelo as he
struggles to sculpt
the David. She also
comes to know a
cloth merchant’s
wife who is having
her portrait painted
by the aging
Leonardo da Vinci,
renowned through
the land as Master
of the Arts. Bonds
deepen even
while
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Michelangelo and
Leonardo are pitted
against each other.
Set during five epic
years in the early
1500s when
Florence was
rebranding itself
through its creative
geniuses, Tuscan
Daughter reveals
the humanity and
struggles of a
young woman
longing to find the
only family she has
left and be an artist
in her own right,
and the way she
influences the
artistic masters of
the time to stake
everything on the
power of beauty to
transform and heal.
The Other
Windsor Girl Nov
06 2020 Named
One of the Best
Books of the Week
by the New York
Post! In a historical
debut evoking the
style of The Crown,

the daughter of an
impoverished noble
is swept into the
fame and notoriety
of the royal family
and Princess
Margaret's fastliving friends when
she is appointed as
Margaret's second
Lady-in-Waiting.
Diana, Catherine,
Meghan…glamorou
s Princess Margaret
outdid them all.
Springing into postWorld War II
society, and quite
naughty and
haughty, she lived
in a whirlwind of
fame and notoriety.
Georgie Blalock
captures the
fascinating, fastliving princess and
her “set” as seen
through the eyes of
one of her ladies-inwaiting. In dreary,
post-war Britain,
Princess Margaret
captivates everyone
with her cutting
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edge fashion sense
and biting quips.
The royal socialite,
cigarette holder in
one hand, cocktail
in the other,
sparkles in the
company of her
glittering entourage
of wealthy young
aristocrats known
as the Margaret
Set, but her
outrageous lifestyle
conflicts with her
place as Queen
Elizabeth’s younger
sister. Can she be a
dutiful princess
while still dazzling
the world on her
own terms? Postwar Britain isn’t
glamorous for The
Honorable Vera
Strathmore. While
writing scandalous
novels, she dreams
of living and
working in New
York, and regaining
the happiness she
enjoyed before her
fiancé was killed
in
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the war. A chance
meeting with the
Princess changes
her life forever.
Vera amuses the
princess, and
what—or
who—Margaret
wants, Margaret
gets. Soon, Vera
gains Margaret’s
confidence and the
privileged position
of second lady-inwaiting to the
Princess. Thrust
into the center of
Margaret’s social
and royal life, Vera
watches the
princess’s love
affair with dashing
Captain Peter
Townsend unfurl.
But while Margaret,
as a member of the
Royal Family, is not
free to act on her
desires, Vera soon
wants the freedom
to pursue her own
dreams. As time
and Princess
Margaret’s

scandalous
behavior progress,
both women will be
forced to choose
between status,
duty, and love…
145th Street:
Short Stories Jun
13 2021 An ALAYALSA Best Book
for Young Adults
New Bonus
Content: -Q&A with
Walter Dean Myers
-Teaser chapter
from On a Clear
Day -Excerpt from
Hoops The first
week of his senior
year, everything
changed. That’s
when Mack met
Kitty. She hadn’t
finished the sonnet
she wrote for him,
but she had
finished Mack.
From that minute
on, he was stupid in
love. That’s just
Kitty and Mack. But
everybody on the
block has a story to
tell. A salty,
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wrenchingly honest
collection of stories
set on one block of
145th Street. We
get to know the
oldest resident; the
cop on the beat;
fine Peaches and
her girl, Squeezie;
Monkeyman; and
Benny, a fighter on
the way to a
knockout. We meet
Angela, who starts
having prophetic
dreams after her
father is killed and
Big Joe, who wants
a bang-up funeral
while he's still
around to enjoy it.
Some of these
stories are private,
and some are the
ones behind the
headlines. In each
one, characters
jump off the page
and pull readers
right into the mix
on 1-4-5.
Not Her Daughter
Mar 22 2022 SOON
TO BE A MAJOR
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MOTION PICTURE
PopSugar – The
Summer’s Hottest
Books * Refinery 29
- Best Summer
Thrillers * US
Weekly - Summer's
Best Send-Offs *
Parade - 20 Chilling
Thrillers by Women
to Read This Year *
Brit + Co - 15 New
Thrillers by Women
That Will Give You
Chills This Summer
* The Zoe Report –
20 Books to Read
this Summer * She
Reads - New
Summer Thrillers to
Get Your Heart
Racing * Working
Mother - 15 Hot
New Summer
Beach Reads *
Culturalist - Top
Ten Domestic
Thrillers That Will
Make You Question
Everything * Crime
Reads - 5 Debut
Crime Novels to
Read This August
"Brings to mind Jodi

Picoult...thoughtprovoking domestic
drama." - Booklist
“Will make you miss
your bedtime,
guaranteed.” –
Bestselling author
Kimberly Belle
Gripping,
emotional, and
wire-taut, Not Her
Daughter raises the
question of what it
means to be a
mother—and how
far someone will go
to keep a child safe.
Emma Townsend.
Five years old. Gray
eyes, brown hair.
Missing since June.
Emma is lonely.
Living with her
cruel mother and
clueless father,
Emma retreats into
her own world of
quiet and solitude.
Sarah Walker.
Successful
entrepreneur.
Broken-hearted.
Kidnapper. Sarah
has never seen a
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girl so precious as
the gray-eyed child
in a crowded
airport terminal.
When a secondchance encounter
with Emma
presents itself,
Sarah takes
her—far away from
home. But if it’s to
rescue a little girl
from her damaging
mother, is
kidnapping wrong?
Amy Townsend.
Unhappy wife. Unfit
mother. Unsure
whether she wants
her daughter back.
Amy’s life is a
string of
disappointments,
but her biggest
issue is her inability
to connect with her
daughter. And now
Emma is gone
without a trace. As
Sarah and Emma
avoid the
nationwide hunt,
they form an
unshakeable
bond.
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But what about
Emma’s real
mother, back at
home? Praise for
Not Her Daughter
“The plot twists
here are brave, the
themes are both
poignant and
unsettling, and the
resolution is deeply
resonant. A pageturner with heart!"
- New York Times
bestselling author
Kate Moretti "A
cleverly
constructed novel
that will have you
questioning
everything you
believe about right
or wrong." - New
York Times
bestselling author
Chevy Stevens
"Engrossing and
suspenseful, Frey
writes her
characters with
depth and
compassion,
challenging readers
to question their

own code of ethics.”
- Zoje Stage, author
of Baby Teeth “An
emotional ride
where the line
between right and
wrong begins to
fade...pulls you in
from the very first
page, and unlike
most in its genre,
you won't know
how you want it to
end until it does.” –
Wendy Walker,
author of Emma in
the Night
Yes, My Darling
Daughter Dec 19
2021
Forged by Fire Dec
27 2019 Teenage
Gerald, who has
spent years
protecting his
fragile half-sister
from their abusive
father, faces the
prospect of one
final confrontation
before the problem
can be solved.
Yes, My Darling
Daughter Oct 29
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2022
The Paris Winter Jul
22 2019 There is
but one Paris.
Vincent Van Gogh
Maud Heighton
came to Lafond's
famous Academie to
paint, and to flee
the constraints of
her small English
town. It took all her
courage to escape,
but Paris, she
quickly realizes, is
no place for a light
purse. While her
fellow students
enjoy the dazzling
decadence of the
Belle Epoque, Maud
slips into poverty.
Quietly starving,
and dreading
another cold Paris
winter, she
stumbles upon an
opportunity when
Christian Morel
engages her as a
live-in companion to
his beautiful young
sister, Sylvie. Maud
is overjoyedRead
by Online
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good fortune. With
a clean room, hot
meals, and an
umbrella to keep
her dry, she is able
to hold her head
high as she strolls
the streets of
Montmartre. No
longer hostage to
poverty and
hunger, Maud can
at last devote
herself to her art.
But all is not as it
seems. Christian
and Sylvie, Maud
soon discovers, are
not quite the
darlings they
pretend to be.
Sylvie has a secret
addiction to opium
and Christian has
an ominous air of
intrigue. As this
dark and powerful
tale progresses,
Maud is drawn
further into the
Morels' world of
elegant deception.
Their secrets
become hers, and

soon she is caught
in a scheme of
betrayal and
revenge that will
plunge her into the
darkness that waits
beneath this
glittering city of
light.
The Ambassador's
Daughter Oct 25
2019 In 1919,
Margot Rosenthal is
brought by her
father, a German
diplomat, to a
peace conference in
Paris where she
meets Georg, a
dashing naval
officer who gives
her a job—and a
reason to question
everything she
thought she knew
about where her
true loyalties
should lie. Original.
The Collaborator
Feb 21 2022
There's a sudden
scatter of birds in
the sky. I flinch.
Little things seem
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violent to me. And
in that moment my
decision is made.
1940, Guernsey.
Vivienne de la Mare
waits nervously for
the bombs to come.
Instead comes
occupation.
Nothing is safe
anymore. But was
anything truly safe
before? The façade
of the perfect wife,
with her husband
fighting on the
frontline, cracks
under the strain of
the lie. Her new life
is one where the
enemy lives next
door. Small acts of
kindness from one
Nazi soldier feels
like a betrayal. A
forbidden
friendship in a
frightening world.
But how can you
hate your enemy
when you know his
name, when he
makes you feel
alive, whenRead Online
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everything else is
dying around you?
Vivienne is fighting
her own private
war. On one side,
the safe, secret,
loving world she
could build with her
captain; on the
other, virtuous
loneliness and
danger. It's time for
Vivienne to choose:
collaboration or
resistance
The Lost Family
Jan 28 2020 'A
dazzling novel of
great compassion'
Laura Moriarty 'An
extraordinary read,
the kind of book
that makes you sob
and smile' Tatiana
de Rosnay 'Blum
plumbs the depths
of loss and love in
this exquisite pageturner' People In
1960s Manhattan,
patrons flock to
Masha's to savor its
brisket Wellington
and impeccable

service, and to
admire its dashing
owner and head
chef, Peter Rashkin.
With his movie-star
good looks and
tragic past, Peter, a
survivor of
Auschwitz, is the
most eligible
bachelor in town.
But he has resigned
himself to a solitary
life. Running
Masha's consumes
him, as does the
terrible guilt of
having survived the
horrors of a Nazi
death camp while
his wife, Masha the restaurant's
namesake - and two
young daughters
perished. Then
exquisitely
beautiful June
Bouquet, an up-andcoming model,
appears at the
restaurant, piercing
Peter's guard.
Though she is
twenty years his
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junior, the two
begin a passionate,
whirlwind
courtship. When
June unexpectedly
becomes pregnant,
Peter proposes,
believing that
beginning a new
family with the
woman he loves will
allow him to let go
of the atrocities of
the past, even
though he cannot
forget all that he
has lost. But over
the next twenty
years, the indelible
sadness of those
memories will
overshadow Peter,
his new wife, June,
and their daughter,
Elsbeth,
transforming them
in heartbreaking
and unexpected
ways. The Lost
Family is a
charming, funny,
and elegantly
bittersweet study of
the repercussions
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of loss and love that
spans a generation,
from the 1960s to
the 1980s. It is a
vivid portrait of
marriage, family,
and the haunting
grief of World War
II.
The English Girl
Aug 03 2020 When
seventeen-year-old
Stella Whittaker is
offered the chance
to study at the
Academy of Music
in Vienna it's a
dream-come-true,
made possible by
old family friends,
Rainer and Marthe
Kraus, who offer
her a place to live.
Seduced by the
elegant beauty of
the city, Stella
explores the
magnificent
palaces, gardens
and fashionable
coffee houses, and
after a chance
meeting in an art
gallery, falls in love

with Harri Reznik, a
young Jewish
doctor. But as the
threat of war casts
a dark shadow over
Europe, Stella soon
discovers that both
the household
where she lives,
and the city she has
come to call home,
are not as
welcoming as they
once seemed. And
at the dawn of this
terrifying new
world, no one is
safe.
Postcards from
Berlin May 24
2022 Catriona
Lydgate is a
housewife with two
children and an
adoring husband.
But beneath the
surface of her
seemingly perfect
life are the dark
secrets of the past
she's tried to
forget. Disturbing
postcards begin
arriving in the mail;
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she is recognized
by a man who knew
her from her past -an avalanche of
small moments that
will threaten
everything she
thought was real.
When her youngest
daughter falls ill
with a mysterious
illness, the doctors
and even her
husband suspect
that she is
deliberately making
her child sick. As
her marriage
unravels, she comes
dangerously close
to the edge -- and to
losing everything
that she loves -- as
the past she has
fought so hard to
bury becomes her
witness and
prosecutor. This is
a haunting,
heartbreaking
novel: domestic
fiction at its very
finest.
Her Father's
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House Oct 05 2020
Donald and Lillian
were never a match
made in heaven,
but they have a
child, Tina, and she
is the love of
Donald's heart. For
her he would give
up everything: his
home, his work and
even his freedom.
When his marriage
fails, he does just
that. A chance
meeting with a
stranger on a train
changes his life and his daughter's in ways he could
never have
imagined. From her
earliest years Tina
is exceptional, a
brilliant student
and a joyous person
with a loving spirit.
At university she
falls in love with
Gilbert who, three
years older than
she, graduates from
law school just as
she is about to

enter medical
school. Together
they go to New
York, where they
learn a truth about
Donald that
shatters Tina's
regard for the
father who has for
so long protected
and cherished her.
When a terrible lie
has been told for
love, can it be
forgiven?
The River House
Jan 20 2022 Would
you reveal a secret
that might solve a
murder but would
ruin your life?
Ginnie Holmes has
found something
she never intended
to find an
overwhelming
passion for a man
she should not be
with. An abandoned
boathouse hidden
on the riverbank of
the Thames is their
secret meeting
place. Then, in a
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single terrifying
event, the lovers'
secret becomes a
deadly catastrophe.
A woman is found
murdered at the
river's edge, just
near the boathouse.
Ginnie finds herself
in the path of
extraordinary
danger, not only
facing the exposure
and grief that she
has feared, but
endangering
everyone she loves.
Old Souls Jun 01
2020 A riveting
firsthand account of
one man’s mission
to investigate and
document some of
the most
astonishing
phenomena of our
time—children who
speak of past life
memory and
reincarnation. All
across the globe,
small children
spontaneously
speak of previous
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lives, beg to be
taken “home,” pine
for mothers and
husbands and
mistresses from
another life, and
know things that
there seems to be
no normal way for
them to know. From
the moment these
children can talk,
they speak of
people and events
from the past—not
vague stories of
centuries ago, but
details of specific,
identifiable
individuals who
may have died just
months, weeks, or
even hours before
the birth of the
child in question.
For thirty-seven
years, Dr. Ian
Stevenson has
traveled the world
from Lebanon to
suburban Virginia
investigating and
documenting more
than two thousand

of these past life
memory cases.
Now, his essentially
unknown work is
being brought to
the mainstream by
Tom Shroder, the
first journalist to
have the privilege
of accompanying
Dr. Stevenson in his
fieldwork. Shroder
follows Stevenson
into the lives of
children and
families touched by
this phenomenon,
changing from
skeptic to believer
as he comes face-toface with concrete
evidence he cannot
discount in this
spellbinding and
true story.
Daughters of the
Occupation Sep 23
2019 Inspired by
true events in
World War II
Latvia, an
emotionally
charged novel of
sacrifice, trauma,
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resilience, and
survival, as
witnessed by three
generations of
women. On one
extraordinary day
in 1940, Miriam
Talan's comfortable
life is shattered.
While she gives
birth to her second
child, a son she and
her husband, Max,
name Monya, the
Soviets invade the
Baltic state of
Latvia and occupy
the capital city of
Riga, her home.
Because the Talans
are Jewish, the
Soviets confiscate
Max's business and
the family's house
and bank accounts,
leaving them with
nothing. Then, the
Nazis arrive. They
kill Max and begin
to round up Jews.
Fearing for her
newborn son and
her young
daughter, Ilana,
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Miriam asks her
loyal housekeeper
to hide them and
conceal their Jewish
roots to keep them
safe until the
savagery ends.
Three decades
later, in Chicago,
24-year-old Sarah
Byrne is mourning
the untimely death
of her mother,
Ilana. Sarah's
estranged
grandmother,
Miriam, attends the
funeral, opening
the door to
shocking family
secrets. Sarah
probes Miriam for
information about
the past, but it is
only when Miriam
is in the hospital,
delirious with fever,
that she begs Sarah
to find the son she
left behind in
Latvia. Traveling to
the Soviet satellite
state, Sarah begins
her search with the

help of Roger, a
charismatic
Russian-speaking
professor. But as
they come closer to
the truth, she
realizes her quest
may have
disastrous
consequences. A
magnificent,
emotionally
powerful story of
family and the
lingering
devastation of war,
The Daughters of
the Occupation
explores how
trauma is passed
down in families
and illuminates the
strength and grace
that can be shared
by generations.
The Pharaoh's
Daughter Jun 20
2019 The first book
in the Treasures of
the Nile series
Anippe has grown
up in the shadows
of Egypt’s good god
Pharaoh, aware
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that Anubis, god of
the afterlife, may
take her--or her
siblings--at any
moment. She
watched him snatch
her mother and
infant brother
during childbirth, a
moment which
awakens in her a
terrible dread of
ever bearing a
child. When she
learns that she is to
be become the
bride of Sebak, a
kind but quicktempered Captain
of Pharaoh Tut’s
army, Anippe
launches a series of
deceptions with the
help of the Hebrew
midwives—women
ordered by Tut to
drown the sons of
their own people in
the Nile—in order
to provide Sebak
the heir he
deserves and yet
protect herself from
the underworld
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gods. When she
finds a baby
floating in a basket
on the great river,
Anippe believes
Egypt’s gods have
answered her pleas,
entrenching her
more deeply in
deception and
placing her and her
son Mehy, whom
handmaiden Miriam
calls Moses, in
mortal danger. As
bloodshed and
savage politics shift
the balance of
power in Egypt, the
gods reveal their
fickle natures and
Anippe wonders if
her son, a boy of
Hebrew blood,
could one day
become king. Or
does the god of her
Hebrew servants,
the one they call El
Shaddai, have a
different plan for
them all?
The Apothecary Feb
27 2020 A dose of

magic could save
the world . . .
Fourteen-year-old
Janie Scott is new
to London and she's
finding it dull,
dreary and cold until she meets
Benjamin Burrows
who dreams of
becoming a spy.
When Benjamin's
father, the
mysterious
apothecary, is
kidnapped he
entrusts Janie and
Benjamin with his
sacred book, full of
ancient spells and
magical potions.
Now the two new
friends must
uncover the book's
secrets in order to
find him, all while
keeping it out of the
hands of their
enemies - Russian
spies in possession
of nuclear weapons.
Beautifully written
and expertly paced,
this stunning and
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poignant novel will
have readers on the
edge of their seats.
Yes, My Darling
Daughter Aug 27
2022 Haunted and
haunting, "Yes, My
Darling Daughter"
is a wonderfully
original, deliciously
suspenseful
mystery, in which a
young mother has
to face the fact that
her daughter may
be remembering a
past life.
The Soldier's Wife
Jan 08 2021
Includes a reading
group guide for
book clubs! A novel
full of grand
passion and
intensity, The
Soldier’s Wife asks
“What would you do
for your family”
“What should you
do for a stranger”
and “What would
you do for love” As
World War II draws
closer and closer
to
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Guernsey, Vivienne
de la Mare knows
that there will be
sacrifices to be
made. Not just for
herself, but for her
two young
daughters and for
her mother-in-law,
for whom she cares
while her husband
is away fighting.
What she does not
expect is that she
will fall in love with
one of the
enigmatic German
soldiers who take
up residence in the
house next door to
her home. As their
relationship
intensifies, so do
the pressures on
Vivienne. Food and
resources grow
scant, and the
restrictions placed
upon the residents
of the island grow
with each passing
week. Though
Vivienne knows the
perils of her love

affair with Gunther,
she believes that
she can keep their
relationship—and
her family—safe.
But when she
becomes aware of
the full brutality of
the Occupation, she
must decide if she
is willing to risk her
personal happiness
for the life of a
stranger. “With its
stunning and
evocative
description of the
Guernsey
landscape, its
subtle and astute
depiction of a
woman’s
relationship with
her children, her
lover, and her
husband, this
absorbing novel is
utterly beguiling.”
—Rosamund
Lupton, author of
Sister
The English Girl
Apr 11 2021 "When
seventeen-year-old
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Stella Whittaker is
offered the chance
to study at the
Academy of Music
in Vienna it's a
dream-come-true.
Seduced by the
elegant beauty of
the city, Stella
explores the
magnificent
palaces, gardens
and fashionable
coffee houses, and
after a chance
meeting in an art
gallery, falls in love
with Harri Reznik, a
young Jewish
doctor. But as the
threat of war casts
a dark shadow over
Europe, Stella soon
discovers that both
the household
where she lives,
and the city she has
come to call home,
are not as
welcoming as they
once seemed ... "-Publisher
description.
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Daughter, Needing
a Son Mar 30 2020
For those who have
adopted children
from China this
book is a must. It
gives us a history
easy to read about
adoption both
domestic and
international in
China.
The Botanist's
Daughter Feb 09
2021 'The whole
book is a delight...
Perfect reading
whilst sipping a g &
t in a beautiful
garden somewhere
in the sun!'
Rosanna Ley A
buried secret...
Present day: Anna
is focused on
growing her new
gardening business
and renovating her
late grandmother's
house. But when
she discovers a box
hidden in a wall
cavity, containing
water colours of

exotic plants, an old
diary and a handful
of seeds, she finds
herself thrust into a
centuries-old
mystery. One that
will send her
halfway across the
world to Kew
Gardens and then
onto Cornwall in
search of the truth.
A lady adventurer...
1886: Elizabeth
Trebithick is
determined to fulfil
her father's dying
wish and continue
his life's work as an
adventurer and
plant-hunter. So
when she embarks
on a perilous
journey to discover
a rare and
miraculous flower,
she will discover
that the ultimate
betrayal can be
found even across
the seas... Two
women, separated
by centuries. Can
one mysterious
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flower bring them
together? Readers
and authors love
The Botanist's
Daughter: 'I loved
this book and really
look forward to
reading the next
book by Kayte
Nunn; perfect for
reading in the
garden with a glass
of something cold.'
Bookliterat 'Fastmoving and full of
surprises...while
delivering a
poignant and heartwarming story of
romance and new
beginnings ' Kate
Forsyth 'The
Botanist's Daughter
is a quick paced but
mysterious read,
which transports
you across time and
place and is filled
with an abundance
of flowers.'
Foreword Books 'A
sweeping and
exotic read. I was
completely Read
swept
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away. Perfect for
readers of Kate
Morton.' Lorna
Cook 'The
Botanist's Daughter
is an intriguing
story about the
strength of women
who, for their own
reasons, are willing
to travel halfway
across the world
and end up with the
same goal. It's also
a family mystery
that slowly reveals
its secrets, just like
a blooming flower.'
The Bookish Gurl
5/5 stars
The Perfect Mother
Sep 28 2022 What
really goes on
behind closed
doors? “I've striven
to be the perfect
mother, wanting to
create a perfect
childhood for my
child. Yet
something has gone
wrong” Catriona
has the life she's
always dreamed of:

a loving husband, a
delightful
step–daughter and
her own precious
little girl, Daisy.
When Daisy begins
to feel ill, Catriona
seeks help and in
doing so, is forced
to look to the past
and her own
traumatic and
abusive childhood.
When Catriona is
accused of an
unspeakable crime,
she begins to
realise that the life
she has now is
more fragile than
she could ever have
imagined.
Where We Belong
Mar 10 2021
There's no such
thing as a single
secret...The brand
new novel from the
NEW YORK TIMES
bestselling author
of HEART OF THE
MATTER. Marian's
biological clock is
ticking. She has a
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dream job as the
producer of a
hugely successful
TV show, a
stunning
Manhattan
apartment and a
wonderful
relationship with
the man she loves.
But she wants a
baby - and she also
has a secret. And
when that secret
turns up on her
doorstep after 18
years, her picture
perfect existence
begins to take on a
life of its own. Kirby
is adopted. She
loves her parents
and her sister, but
she's never really
felt she fitted in.
And now she's 18
there's nothing to
stop her finding her
birth mother. But
navigating her way,
alone, to New York
is only the start and as Marian soon
discovers, giving
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birth is the easy
part.
Onaedo-The
Blacksmith's
Daughter Oct 17
2021 An
introduction to an
African world that
will haunt and
surprise; an
exquisite story told
from a point of view
that is rarely heard.
This is a tale of two
women separated
by four hundred
years but linked by
history. Maxine a
modern American
woman who is half
white and half
African comes
across a set of
diaries written by a
slave in the 16th
century in her quest
to connect with her
Nigerian father.
Then there is
Onaedo a young
woman from that
era who found
herself in the
middle of events

that were set in
motion in a country
far away from her
small town in
Igboland in West
Africa. This is a
coming of age novel
set in a terrifying
age - the age of
Portuguese
discovery.
The Captain's
Daughter Sep 04
2020 FROM THE
ACCLAIMED
AUTHOR OF THE
LAST PEARL AND
DANCING AT THE
VICTORY CAFE,
this is a beautiful
novel about family
secrets, betrayals
and redemption.
The secrets in a
woman's heart are
deeper than the
ocean… For May
Smith, travelling
with her husband
and baby girl Ellen,
stepping foot on the
Titanic marks the
start of an
incredible journey,
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one which is
destined to take her
from the back
streets of Bolton to
the land of
opportunity: the
United States. But
when the
'unsinkable' Titanic
hits an iceberg one
cold dark night,
May's dreams are
instantly shattered.
Jumping from the
sinking ship at the
last minute, May
loses sight of Joe
and Ellen.
Distraught, she is
pulled into a
lifeboat. Minutes
later, the real-life
Captain Smith
swims to the
lifeboat and hands
May a baby
swaddled in
blankets. This
rescue is witnessed
by fellow survivor,
Celeste Parkes,
married to an
American
industrialistRead
who
is
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on her way back to
Ohio after her
mother's funeral. In
horror, they both
watch the death
throes of the
mighty ship; May
traumatised,
knowing her
husband has
drowned, Celeste
wishing her bully of
a husband had been
on board and out of
her life. As the
dawn comes up,
and the two women
are rescued by the
Carpathia, a
friendship is
formed, one which
is destined to
transcend the
Atlantic and social
differences between
them and last a
lifetime. Then May
makes a shocking
discovery and a
split-second
decision which will
change the lives of
many. Praise for
Leah Fleming 'I

enjoyed it
enormously.It's a
moving and
compelling story
about a lifetime's
journey in search of
the truth' RACHEL
HORE 'A born
storyteller' KATE
ATKINSON
The Drowning
Girl Jul 26 2022
What if there was
something deeply
wrong with your
child and nobody
believed you?
Young single mum
Grace is drowning.
Her little girl Sylvie
is distant, troubled
and prone to violent
tantrums which the
child psychiatrists
blame on Grace.
But Grace knows
there's something
more to what's
happening to
Sylvie. There has to
be. Travelling from
the London suburbs
to the west coast of
Ireland, Grace and
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Sylvie embark on a
journey of shocking
discovery, forcing
Grace to question
everything she
believes in and
changing both their
lives forever.
Are You There God?
It's Me, Margaret.
Jul 14 2021 Faced
with the difficulties
of growing up and
choosing a religion,
a 12-year-old girl
talks over her
problems with her
own private God.
Reissued with a
fresh new look and
cover art.
Simultaneous.
Yankee Girl Apr 30
2020 Valerie's voice
is as sweet as
honey. She's the
obvious choice to
star in the Nativity.
But this is
Mississippi, 1964,
and Valerie is the
first black student
to attend her
school. Alice
is Online
torn
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between standing
up for Valerie and
being popular with
the in-crowd. It
takes a tragedy for
Alice to find the
courage to act. A
truly resonant story
about racism and
doing the right
thing, based on the
author's own
experiences. With
internet links to
recommended
websites about the
American Civil
Rights Movement.
"A wonderful book
about the power of
friendship which
will appeal to all
ages." - School
Librarian Journal
Belle Cora Dec 07
2020 In the home
where Arabella
Godwin was raised
it is forbidden to
speak her name,
and her picture is
turned to the wall.
But in the turbulent
America of the

1850s, everyone
knows her as "Belle
Cora," madam of
San Francisco's
finest bordello.
Judges and senators
do her bidding; a
vicious newspaper
editor plots her
downfall; a
preacher looks at
her from across his
pulpit and tries to
forget that once she
was his wife.
Merchant's
daughter, farm girl,
prostitute, mother,
madam, murderess,
avenger,
protector—she has
worn all these
masks: the only
thing that never
changes is her
tireless pursuit of
the one man who
can see her for who
she really is.
A Better Man May
12 2021 'One of the
greatest crime
writers of our
times' DENISE
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MINA There is
more to solving a
crime than
following the clues.
Welcome to Chief
Inspector
Gamache's world of
facts and feelings.
The air is
unbearably tense as
Armand Gamache
returns to the
Sûreté du Québec
for his first day of
work since being
demoted from its
command to head
of homicide. Amid
blistering personal
social media
attacks, Gamache
sets out on his first
assignment. He has
been tasked with
finding a missing
woman, but while
he leads the search
for Vivienne Godin,
Three Pines itself is
threatened when
the river breaks its
banks, and a
province-wide
emergency Read
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declared. As the
waters rise, a body
is discovered - and
the victim's
distraught father
contemplates a
murder of his own.
Gamache is a father
himself, and is
haunted by a
question . . . what
would he do, if his
child's killer might
walk free? Ten
million readers.
Three pines. One
inimitable Chief
Inspector Gamache.
'No one does
atmospheric quite
like Louise Penny'
ELLY GRIFFITHS
City of Women Aug
15 2021 City of
Women by David
Gillham is a
gripping tale of life
in Berlin at the
height of the
Second World War.
'In the very darkest
hour, who do you
trust, who do you
love, and who can

be saved?' It is
1943 - the height of
the Second World
War. With the men
taken by the army,
Berlin has become
a city of women.
And while her
husband fights on
the Eastern Front,
Sigrid Schroder is,
for all intents and
purposes, the
model soldier's
wife: she goes to
work every day,
does as much with
her rations as she
can, and dutifully
cares for her
meddling motherin-law. But behind
this facade is an
entirely different
Sigrid, a woman
who dreams of her
former Jewish lover,
who is now lost in
the chaos of the
war. Sigrid's
tedious existence is
turned upside-down
when she finds
herself hiding a
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mother and her two
young daughters:
could they be her
lover's family? Now
she must make
terrifying choices
that could cost her
everything.
'Gillham's Berlin is
a terrified city,
where nobody dare
speak the truth and
the smallest
decision can cost
you your life. A
terrifically tense
first novel' The
Times 'In this
moving and
masterful debut,
David Gillham
brings war-torn
Berlin to life and
reveals the
extraordinary
mettle of women
tested to their
limits and beyond.
Powerful and
piercingly real. You
won't soon forget
these characters.'
Paula McLain, New
York Times Read Online
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bestselling author
of The Paris Wife
'David Gillham's
excellent new
novel, City of
Women, is built on
one of the most
extraordinary and
faithful recreations
of a time in history Berlin in World War
II - that I've ever
read.' Alan Furst
David Gillham lives
with his family in
western
Massachusetts.
The Soldier's Wife
Jun 25 2022 A novel
full of grand
passion and
intensity, The
Soldier's Wife asks
"What would you do
for your family?",
"What should you
do for a stranger?",

and "What would
you do for love?" As
World War II draws
closer and closer to
Guernsey, Vivienne
de la Mare knows
that there will be
sacrifices to be
made. Not just for
herself, but for her
two young
daughters and for
her mother-in-law,
for whom she cares
while her husband
is away fighting.
What she does not
expect is that she
will fall in love with
one of the
enigmatic German
soldiers who take
up residence in the
house next door to
her home. As their
relationship
intensifies, so do
the pressures on
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Vivienne. Food and
resources grow
scant, and the
restrictions placed
upon the residents
of the island grow
with each passing
week. Though
Vivienne knows the
perils of her love
affair with Gunther,
she believes that
she can keep their
relationship--and
her family--safe.
But when she
becomes aware of
the full brutality of
the Occupation, she
must decide if she
is willing to risk her
personal happiness
for the life of a
stranger. Includes a
reading group
guide for book
clubs.
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